UKRAINE
FROM/TO

TURKEY & N. CYPRUS
EUROPE
MIDDLE EAST
ARMENIA
RUSSIA
KAZAKHSTAN

KUWAIT

MAKHACHKALA

EkonomiPlus

Promo: 20KG
Saver: 30KG
Value: 30KG
Flex: 30KG

Promo: 30KG
Saver: 40KG
Value: 40KG
Flex: 40KG

Promo: 0KG
Saver: 20KG
Value: 20KG
Flex: 20KG

Business

Promo: 30KG
Value: 40KG
Flex: 40KG

Promo: 40KG
Value: 50KG
Flex: 50KG

Promo: 20KG
Value: 30KG
Flex: 30KG

TERMS & CONDITIONS
* The table above contains free baggage allowance for economy classes (unlimited piece concept) and business classes
* The Free Baggage Allowance for infant is 10kg
* Flights between Cyprus (ECN) and TR domestic flights (both directions) additional 5kg baggage allowance is applicable for students (ID's must be provided at the check-in
counter for ID validation)
* For Atlasmiles members - additional baggage allowance;
- Atlasmiles Silver +5kg for both economy and business classes
- Atlasmiles Gold +10kg for both economy and business classes
- Atlasmiles Platinum +15kg for both economy and business classes
* Free cabin baggage allowance for all flights;
- Economy cabin: 1 piece (25cmx45cmx56cm) total 8kg + 1 personal item (camera, umbrella, suite covers, hand bag, baby carriage, laptop, tablet and PC)
- Business cabin: 2 piece (25cmx45cmx56cm) total 16kg (max. 8kg each) + 1 personal item (camera, umbrella, suite covers, hand bag, baby carriage, laptop, tablet and PC)
- In the event that the dimensions and/or weights of personal items reach to the cabin baggage limits, they will be considered as cabin baggage.
In the event that the weight of the cabin baggage exceeds the limits during the weight check, performed as accompanied by the passenger; the passenger is required to pay
excess baggage fee for the extra weight (weight of cabin baggage - 8kg).
In the event that the weight of the cabin baggage is appropriate to be considered as cabin however, the dimension of the same exceeds the limits; then the passenger is required
to pay excess baggage fee for the whole weight.

Note: Free Baggage Allowance will be different on charter flights.
** As of 15 May 2017, Through check-in cannot be made for passengers holding more than one ticket for their transit route. Check-in will be made for the destination of the
respective ticket only. Passengers have to claim their baggage at the transfer point and apply to the relevant airline counter for check-in procedures of their connection flight.
Passengers can only benefit from through check-in if their flights are all on one ticket.

